Question and Discourse Discussion Prompts

Instructions: Reflect on your use of questioning and discourse using these prompts.

1. What was your awareness of [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time]? (Hand the teacher the data you collected after he or she responds to this question and provide time for him or her to study the data.)

2. What do you notice about the data?

3. How did your [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time] go compared to how you thought it would?

4. How did your [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time] impact students’ thinking?

5. How did students react to your [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time]? What might account for this?

6. How did you make decisions about [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time]?

7. What are you learning about [questioning patterns, high-level thinking questions, talk moves, wait time]?
